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A finite-dimensional linear space of functions is called a T-space 
(Tchebyshev-space) iff it has a basis satisfying Haar’s condition. A functionf 
is called adjoined to an n-dimensional T-space U, iff span U, u {f} is an 
(jz + 1)-dimensional T-space. 
Rutman mentioned (see Krein 121) that there are T-spaces for which no 
adjoined functions exist. Apparently, no such example has been published. 
Laasonen [3] showed that if U, consists of n times continuously differen- 
tiable functions defined on an interval, then there is a function adjoined to 
U, . Later Karlin and Studden [l] proved the same and then applied a rather 
complicated limiting process to infer the same conclusion when U, consists 
of continuous functions defined on an interval. 
Rutman [4] stated that if CJ, consists of functions continuous from the 
right and defined on an open interval, there is a function adjoined to C’, . 
Unfortunately, he gave only an outline of his proof. 
Throughout this paper we shall consider only T-spaces of functions 
defined on totally ordered sets. We need the following definitions. 
DEFINITION. A totally ordered set M has property (D) if it contains no 
smallest or greatest element and for every two distinct elements of A4 there 
is an element between them. 
DEFINITION. Let U, be an n-dimensional T-space (of functions defined) 
on a totally ordered set M. U, is called oriented iff for every f E U,, there 
are at most II points tl ,..., t, E A4 with tI < .*. < t, and sign f(ti) = 
-signf(titl) # 0 for i = l,..., y1 - 1. 
In a previous paper [5] we proved that if M is a totally ordered set and 
has property (D), and U, is an n-dimensional oriented T-space on M, n 3 2, 
U, contains an (n - 1)-dimensional oriented T-space. Our main result is 
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that under the same assumptions there is a function adjoined to U, such that 
span U, u {f} is oriented, too. 
The proof consists of two parts. In Section 2 we define an operation 
“relative differentiation” that transforms U, into an (n - I)-dimensional 
T-space. In the second part of the proof we show that if there is a function 
adjoined to this space, the same is true for U, . 
Considerable simplification has been obtained in many arguments by 
replacing determinant inequalities by alternation properties. In addition, 
no limit process (as in [l, p. 241-2461) is needed. 
Some of the results, such as Theorems 1 and 2, seem to be of independent 
interest. 
I. PRELIMINARIES, CHAINS OF T-SPACES 
We first recall a few definitions and propositions from [5]. 
DEFINITION. Let M be a totally ordered set, f a real-valued function 
defined on M, and t, ,..., tk E A4 with t, < ... <: t,, . 
(4 tl ,..., tk form a strong alternation off of length k iff signf(tJ = 
-signf(ti+l) # 0 for i = I,..., k - 1. 
(b) t, ,..., tk form a weak alternation off of length k iff signf(Q = 
-sigrrf(ti+J for i = I,..., k - 1. 
cc> fl >.-., t, form a quasialternation of J’ of length k iff sign(f(tJ - 
f(ti+J) = -sign(f(ti+r) - f(tiJ) for i = l,..., k - 2. 
LEMMA 1. Let M be a totally ordered set, and U,, an n-dimensional linear 
space offunctions defined on M. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) U, is an oriented T-space. 
(b) U, is a T-space, and no f E U,\(O) has a weak alternation of length 
exceeding n . 
(c) Zf fi ,..., fn is a basis of M, det(A.(tj))n,n has constant sign for all 
t, Ye.., t,EMwithtl<...<t,. 
LEMMA 2. Let M be a totally ordered set, and U, an n-dimensional 
oriented T-space on M, n > 1. Assume f E U,\(O) with zeros t, < ... < t,-, . 
Then all point sets s1 ,..,, S,EM with s,<t,<s,<t,<..*<t,-,<s, 
form strong alternations of J: 
For the following it will be convenient to define chains of T-spaces. 
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DEFINITION, The T-spaces Ui, dim Ui = i, i = I ,..., n, form a chain, if 
u, c ... c u, . 
If, moreover, U1 consists of the constant functions, the chain is called 
normed. 
In the following we shall use a stronger version of the concept of adjoined 
functions. 
DEFINITION. Let O;, be an n-dimensional oriented T-space on a totally 
ordered set M. f is called strongly adjoined to U,, iff span U, u {f} is an 
(n + 1)-dimensional oriented T-space on M. 
If U, is an n-dimensional oriented T-space on a set A4 which has property 
(D), we may by Corollary 2 in [5] assume that there is a chain U, C ... C U, 
of oriented i-dimensional T-spaces Ui , i = I,..., n. 
For the proof of existence of a strongly adjoined function under the 
above hypotheses, we may further assume that the chain U, C *** C U, is 
normed. 
In the following we mean by hypothesis (A): M is totally ordered, 
Ul c ... C U, is a normed chain of oriented T-spaces on M with n > 2. 
LEMMA 3. If hypothesis (A) is ji@lled, and f E U,‘,U,-, , ecery quasi- 
alternation off has at most length n. 
Proof. n = 2. Let f E U,\U, and g(t) = 1 for t E M. Then f and g form 
a basis of Uz, and for t, 21 E M with t < II 
det ffkt) flu) 1= f(u) - f(t) 
has constant sign #O because U, is oriented. So f is strictly monotonous. 
n--an. Suppose there is an f E U,\U,-, and points t, < *** < tnfl 
with 
f@i> b f(ti+A if i is odd, 
fk> < f(fi+d, if i is even, i = l,..., n. 
Let g E U,-, be the function that interpolates f in t, ,..., t, . By induction 
hypothesis we have 
g(t) G &2) for t < t2 , 
g(t) G g(L) for t > t, , if n is even, 
g(t) 2 &w for t > t, , if n is odd. 
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Hence, t, ,..., t,+l is a weak alternation off -- g of length n + 1, contra- 
dicting the hypothesis that U, is oriented. 
Remarks. The statement of Lemma 3 is false if U, contains no T-space 
of dimension n - 1. In [5, Example 31, R is a three-dimensional oriented 
T-space containing no two-dimensional T-subspace. Indeed, for sufficiently 
small E > 0 the function fe E R with f<(t) := t sin(t - e) has quasialterna- 
tions of length 4. 
Lemma 3 says that for every f E U,\U,-, there are at most n - 2 points 
t 1,..., taM2 EM with tl -C ... < t,-* such that for the sets A, : = {x E M I x < tl}, 
A, := {x EM 1 tk-, < x < tk}, k = 2 ,..., n - 2, A,-, := {x EM 1 t,-, < x) 
either f or -f is strictly increasing on Al , A,, A, ,... and strictly decreasing 
on A?, A,, A, ,... . 
DEFINITION. If M is totally ordered, we define I(a, b) : = {x E M I a < x < b} 
for all a, b E M with a < b. 
LEMMA 4. If hypothesis (A) is fulfilled, and f E U, , then f is bounded on 
every set I(a, b). 
Proof. n = 2. As every f E U, is strictly monotonous on M, on I(a, b) 
the function f is bounded by f(a) and f(b). 
n--11X Suppose there is f 6 U,\U,-, and a, b E M with a < b 
such that f is not bounded on I(a, b). Because of Lemma 3 there are 
c, d E I(a, b) with c < d such that f is strictly monotonous and unbounded 
on I(c, d)\(d). Without loss of generality let f be monotonously increasing 
and unbounded from above on I(c, d). Obviously, I(c, d) contains infinitely 
many points. 
Let t, ,..., t,-, E I(c, d) with t, -C *.. < t,-, -C d. Without loss of generality 
assumef(t,-,) = 0. Define g E ZJ,-, by 
g(&.) = (- I)~-1-i for i = I,..., n - 2, g(tn-1) = 0. (1) 
For t > t,-, we have g(t) > 0, because otherwise g had a weak alternation 
of length n. By induction hypothesis g is bounded on I(a, b), say j g(t)1 -=c K 
for t E I(a, b). 
Let tn+l = b. Then there is an 01 > 0 such that t, ,..., t,-, is a weak alterna- 
tion of g - af and 
(g -- cmn-2) < 0, (g - d)(tn-1) = 0, (g - oif>(t?z+d > 0. (2) 
As f is unbounded from above on I(tn-l, tn+l), there is a t, E M with 
t& <: t, < tn+l and (g - ~lf)(t,J -=c 0. Thus, t, ,..., t,+l is a weak alterna- 
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tion of g - I$ of length n -I- 1, contradicting the hypothesis that U,, is 
oriented. 
As an application we get the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let M = (a, b) be an open interval and 0; C ‘.. C U, C C(M) 
a normed chain of T-spaces. If all f E U, are bounded, they may be 
continuously extended to functions f defined on M, and the spaces 
vi:= {fEC(liz)~fl,=ff or an f E Ui) form a normed chain of T-spaces 
on R. 
ProoJ Suppose there is an f E Ud\{O} such that its extension f has i zeros 
h < ... < ti . By Lemma 3 M can be split into at most i - 1 intervals in 
each of which f is strictly monotonous. The first interval lies left of t, , and 
the second contains points left of t, , too. Part of the third interval lies left 
of t, 2 and so on until finally part of the (i - 1)st interval lies left of tie1 . 
So f is strictly monotonous right of tip1 and cannot approach zero again. 
2. RELATIVE DERIVATIVES 
DEFINITION. Let M be totally ordered, a E M, and f a real-valued 
function defined on M. Then f has the right side limit N in a (written 
01= M - lim e+n+f(~)), iff for every E > 0 there is a y E M with a < y and 
If(x)-~1 <EforallxEMwitha<x<y. 
The limits M - lim,,,, inff(x) and M - lim,,,, supf(x) and the 
corresponding left side limits are defined analogously. If, for example, 
a, b E M are two points with a < b such that there is no point between them, 
we have M - lim O+a+f(~) = f(b) and M - lim,+ f(x) = f(a). 
THEOREM 2. Let hypothesis (A) be satisfied, and assume M contains no 
smallest or greatest element. Then we have for any Jixedf, E U,\U, : 
(a) There is a linear operator D,: U, -+ W, dejined by 
f(x) -“f(a) 
@'+f)(a> := M-&a, f2cxj +(a) . 
(b) The spaces D+Ui := (D+f 1 f E U,), i = l,..., n, have dimension 
i - 1 and form a normed chain of oriented T-spaces on M. 
Proof. n = 2. D+U, is the space of constant functions on M. 
n - 1 3 n: (1) Existence of D+f. Let a E M fixed, and f E U, . If there 
is a y E M with a < y such that no point of M lies between a and y, we have 
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D+f(a) = (f(y) - f(a)/(&) - f&z)). Now we assume that for every 
y E M with a < y there is an x E M with a < x < y. Without loss of general- 
ity we further assume thatf,(u) = f(a) = 0, fi is strictly increasing and there 
is a y1 E M with a < y1 such that for all t E M with a < t < y1 we have 
f(t) :> 0. 
First suppose 
f(t) M- ~&SUP~ = a. 
Let t, ,..., t,-, E M with tl < “. < t,-, = a, and let g E U,-, be defined 
by (1). g(t) is positive for t > a, because otherwise g would have a weak 
alternation of length n. As f(t)/fI(t) = (f(t)/g(t)/(g(t)/f,(t)) for t > a and 
D+&4 = M - limt-a+(dW.MtN exists by induction hypothesis, it follows 
that M - lim,,,, sup(f(t)/g(t)) = co. 
Let t,,_l E M with tn+l > a. Then there is an u1 > 0 such that t, ,..., t,-, is a 
weak alternation of g - nfwith (2). Because of A4 - lim,,,, sup(f(t)/g(t)) = co 
there is a t,l E M with t,-, < t, < tnfl and (g - af)(tn) < 0. The points 
fl ,..., t,_, form a weak alternation of g - af of length n + 1 in contra- 
diction to Lemma 1. 
Now suppose we had 
B : = M - f;y+ inf W>/$dt>) < Y : = M - $ sup (f(M(0). 
If we let 6 := (p + y)/2, then for all y E M with a < y there are U, u E M 
with a < U, D < y and (f- 6f,)(u) -C 0 < (f -- lif,)(v). As we may choose 
y = 11 or y = v, there exist sequences u1 , us ,... and v2 , v4 ,... in A4 with 
ill > l’p > llg > vq > ... > a and (f - 6f,)(ui) < 0 < (f - S~,)(V~+~) for 
i = I , 3, 5.. . . This again contradicts Lemma I. 
(2) DLU, is an (n - 1)-dimensional T-space. Suppose there is an 
f E U,‘,U, such that D+f has zeros t, < ..* < t,-, . Let g E U,-, be the 
function that interpolates fin t, ,..., t,-, . Then we have D+(g -f)(tJ = 
D+g(tj) for i = I,..., n - 1, and D+g E D+U,-,. . From Lemma 2 it follows 
that t, . . . . . tllpl is a weak alternation of D+(g -f) and so of D+g, too. 
This contradicts the induction hypothesis that D+U,-l is an (n - 2)- 
dimensional oriented T-space. Because of U, = kernel D, we have 
dim D+U, = dim 17, - dim kernel D, = n - 1. 
(3) D+U, is oriented. Suppose there are f E U, and points tl ,..., t, E M 
with t, < ... < tn and (-l)i D+f(&) > 0 for i = I,..., II. Then there 
are points u1 ,..., u, E M with t, < u1 < t, < a.* < t, < u, and 
(- 1)” (f(uf) - f(tJ)/(f,(uJ - f2(ti)) > 0 for i = l,..., n. So we have 
(- l)( (f(uJ -f(t$)) > 0 for i = I,..., n. This, however, contradicts Lemma 3. 
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Remark. Theorem 2 does not hold if the T-spaces are not oriented, as 
the following example shows. Let 
M = C-1, l),f,(t) = 1, 
f&> = 1, 
and 
ori = wan{f, ,...&, i = 1,2,3. 
U, C U, C U, is a normed chain of T-spaces, but U, is not oriented, and we 
have 
M _ lim f3(x) -f;(O) = o. 
x+0+ fi(4 -h(O) * 
The version of Theorem 2 for left side limits is obtained by replacing “D+” 
by “D-” and “44 - limz+“+” by “M - limz+a-” in Theorem 2. 
3. REAL DOMAINS, ADJOINED FUNCTIONS 
With hypothesis (A) every J;3 E U,\U, is strictly monotonous on M by 
Lemma3. Wedefine& := {h:f,(M)+lR h =fof;lforanfe Ui), i = l,...,n. 
Then I’, C ... C V, is a normed chain of oriented T-spaces on f,(M), and V, 
consists of the linear functions restricted to f,(M). The following statements 
are obvious. 
(1) If M has property (D), so doesf,(M). 
(2) If A4 is a real interval and f2 is continuous, f,(M) is an interval, 
and fi is a homeomorphism. 
(3) A function g:fi(M) + R! is strongly adjoined to V, iff g 0 fi is 
strongly adjoined to U, . 
For the proof of existence of strongly adjoined functions under hypothesis 
(A), we may-because of the last statement-assume that the domain M 
is real and that U, consists of the linear functions restricted to M. 
LEMMA 5. Assume that hypothesis (A) is fulfilled, that A4 is real, that M 
contains no smallest or greatest element and that U, consists of the linear 
functions restricted to M. Denote by I the open interval (inf M, sup M). Then 
every f E U,, can be extended to a function f continuous on I. 
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ProoJ IZ = 2. Every f o U, can be extended to a linear function on I. 
n - 1 5 n. First we show that every f E U, may be continuously 
extended to I n 1s;i. Let a E I n (M\M) and f E U, fixed. Because of Lemma 3, 
I can be split into k < n - 1 subintervals A, ,..., Al, such that f is strictly 
monotonous on each of the sets M n Ai, i = I,..., k. As M contains no 
smallest or greatest element, there exist b := sup{x E M / x < a> and 
c: := inf{x E M j a < x}. Because of Lemmas 3 and 4 there exist the limits 
f-(b) := M - l&Q(x) and f+(c) := M - lim f(x). X-C+ 
For b = a < c we define?(a) = f-(b), for b < a = c we definef(a) =f+(c). 
For b = a = c it remains to show: f-(a) = f+(a). 
Suppose we had f-(a) #f+(a), say 0 = f-(a) <f+(a) without loss of 
generality. Let tI ,..., tne2 EM with tl < ... < t,-, < a. For every h E U,-,\(O) 
with h(t,) = ... = h(t& = 0 we have &(a) :f 0 because of Lemma 3. 
NOW let h, E U,-, with k,(ri) = (-l)+mi for i = I,..., n - 2. For 
g:=~(~)~h,-~~(a)~h we get g(tJ = (-l)?z-l-i for i = l,..., n - 2 and 
g(a) == 0. Furthermore, Lemma 3 yields g(t) > 0 for all t E M with a < t. 
Let tn+l E M with a < tla+l . Then there is an 01 > 0 such that t, ,..., t,-z 
form a strong alternation of g - af and 
(g - SfK-2) < 07 
(g - a4 = 0, 
(g - 4(fn+1) I=- 0. 
As we have f+(a) > g(a) = 0, there is a t, E M with a < t, < tn+l and 
(g - af)(tn) < 0. Besides, there is a tnpl E M with t,-, < t,-, < a such that 
h ,**.> fn+1 is a quasialternation of g - af of length 12 + 1, contradicting 
Lemma 3. For t E I\Ei we put 
.7(t) = m-1 +s cm+) - f(t-I>, 
where t- = max{u E R 1 u < t} and t, = min(u E R [ u > t}. Thereby we 
fill the “gaps” of iM with linear functions. 
DEFINITION. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 5 we denote by Vi the 
space of the functions j with f E Ui as constructed in the proof of Lemma 5. 
LEMMA 6. If the hypotheses of Lemma 5 are fulJilled and A is a compact 
subinterval of I, for every$fixedfE Di, the d$erence quotient (f(b) -f(a))/(b - a), 
a, b E A, a # b, is bounded. 
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Proof: n = 2. The difference quotient is a constant. 
n - 1 * 12. Suppose there are sequences a,, a2 ,... and b, , 6, ,... in 
A n M and anfe U, with a, < b, for all k and l(f(b,) - f(a&(bi; - a,) ---f co 
for k + co. As A is compact we may without loss of generality assume that 
there are points a, b E A n 7% with aJC - a and b,< + b for k ---f m. As 
/ f(bk) - f(aJ is bounded because of Lemma 4, b,, - a, goes to zero for 
k -+ co, and so we have a = 6. 
Without loss of generality letf(a) = 0 and (f(b,) -- f(a,))/(b,< - as) ---f oc, 
for k--f 00. Let t, ,..., t,-i EM with t, < ... < t,-, < a, and define g E U,_, 
by (1). g is strictly increasing on A4 n (tnP1 , co) because of Lemma 3. 
Choose tn+l EM with a < tni.l. There is an a > 0 such that t, )..., t,-, is 
a strong alternation of g - olfand (g - af)(tn-.J < (g - &(a) < ( g - i~f)(t,~+~). 
If k is sufficiently large, we get t,_, < ak < b,G < tntl , 
(g - d>(fn-J -=c mink - d)@d, (g - dNd1 
< max{(g - olf)(aA (g - 4(blcN < (g - 4Xtd 
and from the induction hypothesis 
(g - d(bd - (g - 4X4 = g&J - dad _ oL f@d -f&J < o 
b, - ak b, - a, b, - ak ’ 
Hence follows (g - &(aJ > (g - olf)(bJ, and t, ,..., t,_2, ak , bk , tn+l 
form a quasialternation of g - ctf of length n + 1, contradicting Lemma 3. 
Thus, the difference quotient (f(y) - f(x))/(~j - x) is bounded for 
x, y E A n M, x # y, and so for x, y E A n M, x # y, too. 
Now choose x E A\?i? and y E A. Then x is an inner point of an interval 
[I, r] with 1, r E A n M, on which f is a linear function. For y E [l, r] we 
have (f(v) -.f(x>>/(~ - 4 = (f(r) -.f(lMr - 1). For Y$ [I, rl, it is 
easy to see that 
For y E A n ii% the right side is bounded, for y $ A n M replace (x, y) by 
(y, 1) or (y, r) and apply the argument again. 
LEMMA 7. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 5 and with the abore notations 
every f E Dn has the following properties: 
(a) f is absolutely continuous on every compact subinterval of I. 
(b) j’ is right side diferentiable on I. 
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(c) The right side derivative 7-l has no strong atlernations of length 
greater n - 1. 
(d) f+’ is bounded on every compact subinterval ?fZ. 
(e) f+’ is right side continuous on Z. 
Proof. Let f E U, fixed: 
(a) By Lemma 6 f is Lipschitz-bounded on every compact subinterval 
of Z and thus absolutely continuous. 
(b) From Lemma 6 it is clear that for every a E Z we have 
lim ,,,S(x) -f(a) < 00. .X-a+ x-a 
Without loss of generality let a = f(a) = 0. 
Suppose p := lim,,,, inf(J(x)/x) < y := lim,,,, sup(f(x)/x). The con- 
struction of ,f then yields 0 E M and 
M - &F+ inf (f(x)/x) < A4 - liliF+ sup (f(x)/x), 
which is led to a contradiction in the same way as in part (1) of the proof 
of Theorem 2. 
(c) Supposef,’ has a strong alternation of length n. In the same way 
as in part (3) of the proof of Theorem 2 it is shown that then there is an 
f~ U, with a quasialternation of length n + 1, contradicting Lemma 3. 
(d) The statement is clear because f is Lipschitz-bounded on every 
compact subinterval of I. 
(e) Let a E I. If a lies in an interval of Z\?i? or is the left endpoint of 
such an interval, the statement follows from the construction off. If a is 
the limit of a decreasing sequence of points in M, let a =f(a) = 0 without 
loss of generality. Because of Lemma 7(c) and (d) there is an E > 0 such 
that J+’ is monotonous and bounded in [0, E], say monotonously increasing. 
Then ,f is convex in [0, E], and for all x, y E (0, l ) with x < y -C 2x we have 
f(Y) - m < few - f(x) = 2 nw f(x) ___-- 
Y--x X 2x x ’ 
and so for every x E (0, 42) 
f+‘(x) ( 2 A24 
2x 
f&l. . 
x 
Hence, follows lim M+ f+‘(x) < f+‘(O), and so L’(O) = lim,,,, f+‘(x). 
640/10/z-6 
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DEFINITION. If 0 is a linear space of functions defined on a set M, for 
every subset N of M we denote by E,K.Z’ the projection operator defined by 
E,Yf‘) -zf:.\ . 
LEMMA 8. Le M C R be a set with property (D), and I := (inf M, sup M). 
Let Q be an n-dimensional linear space of real-valued right-continuous functions 
dejined on I. For f E Q assume: f is bounded on every compact subinterral of I: 
f has no strong alternations qf length greater n; on each of the interrals of 
I\M f is equal to its value at the left endpoint of the intercal. Let the restriction 
E,‘(Q) of Q to M be an n-dimensional (oriented) T-space. Then if we dejne 
W := (h: I + R ( there are f E Q, a E I, .Y E R such that $or x E I h(x) ~~ 
J;f(t) dt + CY), E&,‘(W) IS un (n +- I)-dimensional oriented T-space on M. 
ProoJ: (I) Suppose there is an h E W!{Oj with zeros t1 )..., tn+l t M. 
t1 < ... <t, 1’ Then there exist f E Q. a E M and u E R such that 
[*i,f(t)dt :--: -a for i = l,...,~ + 1. 
- <I 
and, consequently. 
ktLi-‘.i.(t)dt -= 0 rz for i = l,..., II. 
As E&[‘(Q) is a T-space on M, and M has property (D), f cannot identically 
vanish on (tZ , trll), and so ,f has a strong alternation of length greater 1 on 
(ti , ti+l). Thus, f has a strong alternation of length greater 12 on A4 contra- 
dicting the hypothesis. 
(2) Suppose there are an h E W and t, ,..., tn7~, E M with tl < ... < t,+, 
and ai := (-l)i h(t,) > 0 for i == I,..., n + 2. Then there exist f E Q, a E M 
and LY E R such that 
s “f(t)dt = (-l)i oci - u: for i = l,..., n + 2, 0 
and, consequently, 
s ti+lf(t) dt = (- l)i+l (ai + aiifl) for i = l,..., n T I. ti 
So Ji:+‘f(t) dt is alternatingly positive and negative for i = l,..., n + 1, 
and f has a strong alternation of length n + 1 contradicting the hypothesis. 
LEMMA 8’. Let M C R be a set with property (D), andl := (inf M, sup M). 
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For i = I...., n let Qi be i-dimensional linear spaces of real-valued right- 
continuous ,functions deJined on 1. For f E Qi assume: f is bounded on er:ery 
compact subinterrai of I; f has no strong alternations of length greater i; on 
each of the intercals of I\@ f is equal to its z:alue at the left endpoint of the 
interoal. Let Q1 consist of the constant functions, assume Q1 C ..’ C Qn , and 
/et -W(Qd C ... C EMI be a (normed) chain of (oriented) T-spaces on M. 
/f we then dejne W, :== Q1 , WzL1 :={/?:I->R!there are fEQj, aEI, 
:Y E R such that jbr .x E I h(x) = sz f (t) dt 4 21 for i = I...., n. En,‘( W,) C ... 
C E&,‘( W,?+J is a normed chain qf oriented T-spaces on M. 
THEOREM 3. If hypothesis (A) is fu@lled and M has property (D), there 
is a fkction strongly adjoined to C’, . 
Proof. Because of statement (3) at the beginning of this section we may 
assume without loss of generality that the hypotheses of Lemma 5 are 
fulfilled. 
n = 2. The quadratic polynomials, restricted to M, form an oriented 
T-space containing Uz . 
n - 1 =- n. As described in Lemma 5, every f E U, can be extended 
to a function f defined on I :- (inf M, sup M) with the properties shown in 
Lemma 6 and 7. For i -~ I,..., n - 1 let Q1 :- {,f+’ if~ U’,). Then 
E,,I’(QI) C ... C E,%,‘(QnPl) is a normed chain of oriented T-spaces since we 
have E,‘(Q,) = D,~Ui.,, for i = I,..., n - 1 (see Theorem 2). By induction 
hypothesis there is a function u‘: M + R strongly adjoined to E,U’(QnPl). 
We make the additional induction hypothesis that tv is continuous on M, 
and extend M’ to a function g defined on all of I in the following way: Because 
of Lemmas 3 and 4 w can be continuously extended to a function W defined 
on Z n M. For t E I n M, we set g(t) = ii(t). If T is a connected subset of 
I:,M, on T we set g constantly equal to its value in the left endpoint of T. 
g is bounded on every compact subinterval of Z, and I can be split into 
k < n - 1 subintervals A, such that g is alternatingly increasing and 
decreasing (not necessarily in the strict sense) on A, ,..., A, _ It is easy 
to see that then the last two statements hold for all functions in 
Qn :=- span QnP1 u {g). Now we can apply Lemma 8’: The absolute con- 
tinuity of the functions .fc U, yields 
i z,f+r(t) dt = f(x) - f(a) for all a, x E I, - LI 
and we get E,J( W,) = Ui for i = I,..., n. Setting h(x) : = Jz g(t) dt for some 
fixed a E M, h EM is a function continuous on M and strongly adjoined to r/, . 
With the remarks at the beginning of paragraph 1 we can formulate our 
main result. 
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THEOREM 3’. If M is a totally ordered set with property (D) and U, is an 
n-dimensional oriented T-space on M with n > 2, there is a function stronglv 
adjoined to U, . 
The following statement is also immediate from the proof of Theorem 3 
together with statements (1) and (2) at the beginning of this Section. 
THEOREM 4. Ij’M is a real open interval and U, C C(M) is an n-dimensional 
T-space there is a function f E C(M) adjoined to U, . 
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